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OVERVIEW OF THE DEVELOPING ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY FOR
ECOSYSTEM STEWARDSHIP AND LIVELIHOODS IN CARIBBEAN SMALLSCALE FISHERIES (STEWARDFISH) PROJECT
 From September 2019 to July 2021, the Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI) collaborated with the

Caribbean ICT Research Programme (CIRP), Caribbean Network of Fisherfolk Organisations (CNFO), Caribbean
Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM) and the Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studies of
the University of the West (UWI-CERMES) and the fisheries authorities of Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados,
Belize, Guyana, Jamaica, and Saint Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines to execute the Developing
Organisational Capacity for Ecosystem Stewardship and Livelihoods in Caribbean Small-Scale Fisheries
(StewardFish) project.
 The main objective of the StewardFish project was to empower fisherfolk throughout fisheries value-chains to

engage in resource management, decision -making processes and sustainable livelihoods with strengthened
institutional support at all levels.
 StewardFish was implemented by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Sub-

Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean with funding from the Global Environment Facility (GEF).
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OVERVIEW OF CARIBBEAN SEA INNOVATION FUND (CARSIF) MICROGRANTS SCHEME FOR CARIBBEAN FISHERFOLK ORGANISATIONS
 Under the StewardFish project, CANARI implemented a US$20,000 microgrant facility to provide support to

Caribbean fisherfolk organisations for organisational strengthening initiatives that would enhance their capacity
to participate in coastal and marine resources governance and management, including ecosystem stewardship, in
the Caribbean.
 This microgrant facility formed part of CANARI’s Caribbean Sea Innovation Fund (CarSIF). CarSIF supports

innovation and best practices by civil society and community enterprises to address priority needs and actions in
the Caribbean on marine and coastal resources governance and management.
 In December 2020, the St. Vincent and the Grenadines National Fisherfolk Organisation (SVGNFO) was awarded

a microgrant US$4,000 from this microgrant facility for their project, “Improving fisherfolk engagement and
enhancing overall capacity to participate in ecosystem stewardship”. The project was implemented over a 6.5month period from December 1, 2020, to July 31, 2021.
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ABOUT THE ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES NATIONAL FISHERFOLK
COOPERATIVE LIMITED
The St. Vincent and the Grenadines National Fisherfolk Co-operative Limited
(SVGNFO) is a non-governmental organisation registered in 2013 under the Cooperative Societies Act No.12 of 2012. It is the umbrella organisation for five
primary fisherfolk organisations - the Barrouallie Fisheries Development Cooperative Society Limited; the Goodwill Fishermen’s Co-operative Society
Limited; the Calliaqua Fisher-folk Co-operative Society Limited; the Fish Vendors
Cooperative and most recently, the St. Vincent and the Grenadines Fish
Aggregating Device Fisheries Co-operative Society Limited. The mission of the
SVGNFO is “Educating and empowering fisherfolks for future livelihoods.”.
Some of objectives of the SVGNFO are to:
•

Promote the organisation and development of fishermen’s co-operative
societies

•

Work for the improvement of the fishing industry and the betterment of
living standards of fishermen

•

Act as spokesman, representative and negotiator for all fishermen in
relation to Government and other authorities and organisations
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ISSUE ADDRESSED BY GRANT
 During the development of the project proposal the SVGNFO Board

members agreed that improving stakeholder participation and
engagement, especially in light of COVID-19, should be the focus of the
project. Related areas to be strengthened were also identified in the
SVGNFO’s organisational capacity needs assessment under the
StewardFish project. These included:
o Improving stakeholder engagement and strengthening strategic

partnerships guided by a clear and comprehensive stakeholder
engagement strategy
o Facilitating institutional capacity building of member co-operatives

in a manner that will lead to the development of the fishing industry
in a more sustainable way.
o Providing support to members to equip them to better serve their

members and attract potential members, targeting all fisherfolk,
particularly youth.
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PROJECT GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
Goal
• To improve fisherfolk engagement in the SVGNFO and enhance the SVGNFO’s overall
capacity to participate in ecosystem stewardship

Objective
• To develop an electronic registry of fisherfolk organisation members
• To increase membership of the SVGNFO
• To provide training in business and resource management for SVGNFO members
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1. ELECTRONIC REGISTRY DEVELOPED AND MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
UPDATED FOR ALL PRIMARY FISHERFOLK ORGANISATIONS
One of the first activities focused on consolidating information on
members from the primary fisherfolk organisations under the
SVGNFO into an electronic registry.
With the help of a hired consultant, information from each of the
primary fisherfolk organisations was transferred from handwritten
books to an electronic format and shared with the organisations.
These will be continuously updated.
Key outputs:
 Electronic registries for the five primary fisherfolk organisations

that make up the membership of the SVGNFO were created
 A collated database of members for the SVGNFO was also

created

Photo 1: SVGNFO members in discussion with other stakeholders
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2. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY DEVELOPED
As one of the key activities under the project, a communication consultant was
hired to design and develop a stakeholder engagement strategy for the SVGNFO.
The strategy includes a comprehensive list of the SVGNFO’s stakeholders, key
messages and key strategic areas to improve stakeholder engagement of the
SVGNFO. A presentation was given to SVGNFO’s board members, members and
other stakeholders on the strategy for their input and approval.
While a membership recruitment drive was planned as part of the project, this
activity had to be postponed, firstly because of national COVID-19 restrictions
and then because of the eruption of the La Soufriere volcano on April 9, 2021.
The SVGNFO plans to carry-out the membership recruitment drive at a more
suitable time.

Key output
 Stakeholder engagement strategy developed for the SVGNFO
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3. THREE VIRTUAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS IN BUSINESS AND RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT CONDUCTED FOR FISHERFOLK
Another area for strengthening identified by the SVGNFO’s organisational
capacity needs assessment was the need for institutional capacity
development to promote the sustainable management and growth of the
fishing industry in St. Vincent and the Grenadines.
To do address this need, local experts were hired to facilitate online
training with the SVGNFO’s members and non-members operating in the
fisheries sector on the following topics:
•

Importance of the fishing industry in St. Vincent and the Grenadines
and ways to adapt current practices in light of COVID-19

•

Understanding fishing as a business (financial management, record
keeping and exploring new opportunities)

•

Business management as a way to increase profits, ensure
sustainable fishing and improve resilience in light of COVID-19
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3. THREE VIRTUAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS IN BUSINESS AND
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONDUCTED FOR FISHERFOLK
Key outputs:
 Three online training workshops conducted

 Report of the training sessions prepared and shared with the

members.
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CHALLENGES
 Although most fisherfolk are now familiar with virtual platforms and

meetings, there was a sense of online meeting fatigue, given that
numerous engagements were occurring at the same time. There were
also some members who were still unfamiliar with the technology.
Generally, fisherfolk prefer face-to-face meetings.
 The membership recruitment drive did not occur during the project

period, due mainly to national COVID-19 restrictions and the eruption of
the La Soufrière on April 9, 2021 causing major disruptions on the
island.
 There was no project management team in place for the SVGNFO which

led to most of the responsibilities falling on a few members and the
SVGNFO’s StewardFish mentor.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND BEST PRACTICES
 The project was designed based on the needs identified in the organisational capacity needs assessment and in

close collaboration with the SVGNFO’s Board and members .
 The use of local consultants who are familiar with the SVGNFO (having worked with them in the past) assisted

with implementation of the project and the quality of the outputs produced.
 The use of a mentor to support the implementation of the microgrant led to its success. The role of a mentor

straddled both technical and administrative tasks.
 The microgrant programme allowed the SVGNFO to access funding and design and implement its own project,

which helped to build the organisation’s capacity to do more projects in the future.
 The three training workshops and materials provided will assist in improving the skills of fisherfolk in business

and resource management and their resilience to shocks, such as COVID-19. However, given that it was a one-off
session, it is recognised that training would need to be ongoing.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND BEST PRACTICES
 The leaders of the primary fisherfolk organisations are very experienced, work well together and were engaging

consistently throughout the project. They recognised the need to continue engaging with their membership,
especially women and youth.
 The membership recruitment drive will be undertaken when national COVID-19 protocols allow. The drive will be

guided by the ‘Stakeholder Engagement Strategy’. The recruitment drive will be used to build relationships and
trust between the SVGNFO and primary fisherfolk organisations.
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For more information please
contact:

Melanie Andrews-Bacchus,
Technical Officer, CANARI
Tel: 868-638-6062

Email: melanie@canari.org
Visit the project webpage:
https://canari.org/stewardfish-project

